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1. Snow Coach (#39462)

$590.00

Winter fun for everyone! Quality-crafted sled features a tubular metal-grip
yoke system that provides lateral protection for riders with disabilities.
Great for cross-country ski trails!
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2. Tactile Disks (#39480)

$204.00

Get around, disc by disc, to the countless possibilities of this touch activity.
Use the smaller discs to “find” larger matches on the floor and balance from
one structure to another with hands or feet. The tactile structures each
have their own vibrant color and distinct rubber pattern.

3. Teardrop Beanbag Chair (#40216)

$140.00

A traditional beanbag chair with a uniquely shaped back for support. 112”
circumference. Vinyl Cover. Available in: Black, Brown, Burgundy, Green,
Gray, Navy, Pink, Purple, or Red.

4. Easyeat Tableware Set (#42460)

$74.95

Colorful, non-slip 9-piece tableware set is designed to enliven mealtimes
while aiding dexterity and independent living. Comes with stylish gift box.
Made of highly shock-resistant BPA and phthalate-free plastic. Dishwasher
safe. Recommended for teens and adults.
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5. Just Like Me Dolls (#39548, #39549, #39550, #39551,
#39552, #39553, #39554, #39555)

$22.25 each

Deepen your child’s appreciation of uniqueness and diversity with this
multicultural doll. Each brightly dressed 14” doll may be accessorized with
a variety of special needs equipment sold separately!
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6. Little Ram (#36697)

$499.00

Encourages coordination, proper posture, balance, exercise, and entertainment.
Cushioned, curved, drop-style, fully adjustable handlebars that rotate into
any angle and a large, comfortable bucket seat with infinite leg-length and
angle adjustment.

7. Garden Activity Center (#41580)
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$152.00

Six sides of fun activities and a top full of exciting wire and bead mazes!
Constructed primarily of rubber wood and painted with water color based
paints, our cube is not only non-toxic and kid safe, but it is also environmentally
friendly.

8. Balanza Seesaw (#42296)

$273.75

A wonderful portable seesaw to encourage movement, co-operative skills,
social play and team work. Helps build coordination and balance skills, as
well as awareness of rhythm. Use indoors or out. Birchwood with resilient
Ruton Balls and leather handles.

9. EZPZ Happy Bowl (#42266) 		

$19.99

The EZPZ Happy bowl is an all-in-one placemat and bowl made from high
quality silicone. It suctions directly to the table, making it difficult for tiny
hands to tip over. At a height of 1.5 inches, the bowl is perfect for a variety of
foods, including pasta, soup, oatmeal and cereal.

10. Giant Piano Stepper (#37960)

$55.00

More than just a piano mat, this musical stepper can also play seven other
instruments: vibraphone, oboe, trumpet, saxophone, banjo, violin and guitar!
Each time you press a key, one note of the selected melody will play in the
selected instrument effect.
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GET YOUR FREE*
FUNDING GUIDE eBOOK!
is pleased to offer you a FREE * Funding Guide e-book!

What is the Funding Guide:

The Funding Guide is a one-of-a-kind “how-to” resource that
identifies all the necessary steps, samples and funding sources
to obtain FREE money for assistive technologies and services
for people with disabilities.

Who the Funding Guide is for:

The Funding Guide is a great resource for anyone looking
to obtain funding for people with special needs. Perfect
for families seeking funding directly as well as therapists
looking to provide funding resources for their clients.

About the Author:

Tamara Simmons has been teaching the simple step-bystep process for over 12 years and has helped hundreds
of people.

Go to:
flaghouse.com/fundingguide
to download your FREE * copy today!
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